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ABSTRACT

One compelling challenge in the therapy of epilepsy is to develop anti-epileptogenic drugs with an impact on the disease progression. The search for novel targets has focused recently on brain inflammation since this phenomenon appears to be an integral part of the diseased hyperexcitable brain tissue from which spontaneous and recurrent seizures originate. Although the contribution of specific proinflammatory pathways to the mechanism of ictogenesis in epileptic tissue has been demonstrated in experimental models, the role of these pathways in epileptogenesis is still under evaluation. We review the evidence conceptually supporting the involvement of brain inflammation and the associated blood–brain barrier damage in epileptogenesis, and describe the available pharmacological evidence where post-injury intervention with anti-inflammatory drugs has been attempted. Our review will focus on three main inflammatory pathways, namely the IL-1 receptor/Toll-like receptor signaling, COX-2 and the TGF-β signaling. The mechanisms underlying neuronal-glia network dysfunctions induced by brain inflammation are also discussed, highlighting novel neuromodulatory effects of classical inflammatory mediators such as cytokines and prostaglandins.

The increase in knowledge about a role of inflammation in disease progression, may prompt the use of specific anti-inflammatory drugs for developing disease-modifying treatments.

This article is part of a Special issue entitled ‘Epilepsy’.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, evidence from clinical and experimental studies indicates that brain inflammation is an intrinsic feature of the hyperexcitable pathologic brain tissue in pharmaco-resistant epilepsies of differing etiology (Vezzani et al., 2011a). Moreover, pharmacological studies in seizure models, and the assessment of seizure susceptibility in genetically modified mice with perturbed inflammatory signaling, demonstrate that brain inflammation is not a mere epiphenomenon of the pathologic tissue. Rather, brain inflammation contributes significantly to determine seizure threshold in susceptible brain regions, thus playing a role in seizure precipitation and their recurrence (Dubé et al., 2005; Kulkarni and Dhir, 2009; Riazi et al., 2010; Vezzani et al., 2011a, 2011c). Various in vitro and in vivo findings also suggest that specific sets of inflammatory molecules and their cognate receptors, when expressed in a permissive tissue environment, can mediate neuronal cell loss and contribute to the associated molecular and synaptic plasticity. These effects are shared by molecules acting as endogenous activators of the IL-1 Receptor/Toll-like receptor (IL-1R/TLR) or the Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)-β signaling, and by the products of the COX-2 pathway activation. More limited information is available on the physiopathological effects of other molecules of the inflammatory cascade that are upregulated in epileptic tissue, e.g., proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF-α, the tissue plasminogen activator, the membrane attack complex of the complement system, and the vasoactive endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (Croll et al., 2004; Ravizza et al., 2010).

Inflammatory processes are not only present in chronic epileptic brain but some of these pathways are also upregulated following an epileptogenic injury, and they often persist during the latent phase that precedes spontaneous recurrent seizures. This evidence has generated the testable hypothesis that brain inflammation, in addition to its established contribution to ictogenesis, may play a role in the development of the epileptogenic process. Studies related to the role of brain inflammation in epileptogenesis are still in their infancy, however there is available pharmacological evidence to support this role (Ravizza et al., 2011). One set of
Inflammation is regarded as an homoeostatic mechanism induced in tissue by infection or injury in order to remove the specific pathogen or for tissue repair. It consists of the induction of an array of inflammatory molecules, classically initiated by the activation of innate immunity mechanisms. In some circumstances, inflammation can become detrimental for tissue resulting in cell dysfunction or death. The pathologic outcome of tissue inflammation has been well documented in autoimmune diseases, and more recently brain inflammation has gained recognition as a crucial contributor to the pathogenesis of several CNS disorders, including epilepsy (Vezzani et al., 2011a).

The tissue key determinants of the beneficial vs pathologic outcomes of inflammation are not yet fully elucidated. However, there is consensus on at least three pivotal aspects, namely the extent of inflammation and time tissue is exposed to inflammation (which are both determined by the severity of the primary tissue insult and other genetic and epigenetic factors), and the microenvironment which includes the sources of inflammatory molecules, the target cells which express the relevant cognate receptors for inflammatory signaling activation, and primarily the action of anti-inflammatory molecules. Anti-inflammatory mechanisms are instrumental for controlling both the extent and the duration of tissue inflammation; they govern the resolution of the inflammatory processes, thus preventing the occurrence of detrimental effects associated with chronic inflammation. Noteworthy, brain inflammation induced by an epileptogenic injury has a rapid-onset (<30 min), it can persist for several days thus outlasting the initial precipitating event, and it is inefficiently opposed by endogenous anti-inflammatory mechanisms. In particular, IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra), an endogenous competitive antagonist of IL-1β is insufficiently synthesized during brain inflammation ignited by seizures (De Simoni et al., 2000; Oprica et al., 2003), and the same holds true for CD59, a molecule instrumental for controlling the complement cascade activation (Aronica et al., 2007).
Following a convulsant challenge or an epileptogenic brain injury, cytokines, prostaglandins and other downstream inflammatory molecules together with their receptors are induced in neurons and activated glial cells, as well as in endothelial cells of the blood–brain barrier (BBB), in the brain region of focal injury. This phenomenon begs the question of the functional consequences that the activation of inflammatory signalings may have for brain tissue physiology.

3. Role of inflammation in altered neuronal excitability

Although cytokines and downstream mediators of the inflammatory cascade are considered as an integral part of innate and adaptive immunity activation in the periphery, it is now clear that these inflammatory molecules can also subserve non-conventional neuromodulatory functions in CNS by acting directly or indirectly on neurons, and affecting their excitability threshold at cellular and network levels.

3.1. IL-1/TLR signaling

This signaling is pivotal in the initiation of tissue inflammation since it is the upstream activator of innate immunity, the first immune system to be induced by tissue injury or following a large variety of biological stressors. The expression and function of IL-1R/TLR signaling was originally described in lymphoid tissues; however, this signaling has been identified also in brain where it produces various physiopathological effects. In particular, IL-1R1, TLR2, TLR3 and TLR4 are expressed by microglia, astrocytes and neurons. Expression of these receptors has been demonstrated also in ependymal cells of the cerebral ventricles and in the endothelial cells of the BBB (Ban et al., 1991; Chakravarty and Herkenham, 2005; Ravizza and Vezzani, 2006; Takao et al., 1990; Turrin and Rivest, 2004). In vivo IL-1R1 or TLRs are expressed at low levels in brain cells under physiological conditions but these receptors can be rapidly upregulated in various pathological conditions, including cell injury and seizures (Allan et al., 2005; Ericsson et al., 1995; Maroso et al., 2010; Peltier et al., 2010; Ravizza and Vezzani, 2006; Turrin and Rivest, 2004; Zurolo et al., 2011). Notably, the functional outcome of the activation of IL-1R/TLR signaling in brain highly depends on the type of cell expressing these receptors (Vezzani et al., 2011c). Recent evidence demonstrates a functional link between the activation of IL-1R1, TLR4 and TLR3 and rapid changes in neuronal excitability: in the hippocampus, IL-1β and lipopoly saccharide (LPS), a component of gram negative bacterial wall and prototypical activator of TLR4, can both induce rapid changes in synaptic transmission, and affect LTP via activation of a specific set of kinases (e.g., JNK, P38 MAPK and PKC) (Bellinger et al., 1993; O'Donnell et al., 2000; Plata-Salaman and ffrench-Mullen, 1994; Schneider et al., 1998). Excitatory effects of IL-1β have been reported in various brain regions (for review see Schafers and Sorkin, 2008; Vezzani et al., 2011c; Viviani et al., 2007). In particular, IL-1β reduces synaptically-mediated GABA inhibition in area CA3 of the hippocampus via still unidentified kinases (Wang et al., 2000; Zeise et al., 1997) and increases CA1 neuron excitability by reducing NMDA channel- and voltage-gated Ca2+ channel-induced outward current via phosphorylation of large-conductance Ca2+-dependent K+ channels (Zhang et al., 2010). This cytokine also potentiates NMDA receptor function in cultured hippocampal neurons using non-transcriptional mechanisms (Lai et al., 2006; Viviani et al., 2003), i.e., by enhancing NMDA-mediated Ca2+ influx by activating Src kinase-dependent NR2B phosphorylation (Viviani et al., 2003).

Among the TLRs, the TLR4 subtype is the most extensively studied for its involvement in brain excitability. Rat cortical application of LPS induces rapid-onset increases in neuron excitability (Rodgers et al., 2009), and these effects were prevented by IL-1ra implicating a role of released IL-1β. At higher concentration, LPS could evoke neocortical epileptiform discharges (Rodgers et al., 2009). Notably, TLR4 can also be stimulated by “danger signals” such as High Mobility Group Box 1 (HMGB1), which are endogenous molecules released by damaged or stressed neurons and by activated astrocytes and microglia, thus generating the hypothesis that activation of TLR4 by endogenous molecules may contribute to seizure activity (see later).

Activation of the IL-1R/TLR proinflammatory pathway may promote neuronal hyperexcitability not only by inducing rapid and direct post-translational changes in neuronal channels and neurotransmitter receptors (Viviani et al., 2007), but also indirectly by affecting target systems involved in neuronal network hyperexcitability, e.g., inhibition of glutamate reuptake and promotion of its release by astrocytes, changes in glutamate receptor subunit expression, and by affecting BBB permeability (Friedman et al., 2009; Vezzani et al., 2011a; Wetherington et al., 2008).

3.2. Blood–brain barrier and the TGF-β signaling

Epileptogenesis following brain insults is associated with a brain immune response as stated above. It is noteworthy that a vascular lesion, and specifically dysfunction of the BBB is a hallmark of brain injuries, regardless of etiology (Cervos-Navarro and Lafuente, 1991; Tomkins et al., 2008). BBB dysfunction is often observed in both man and animal models of traumatic and ischemic brain injuries, within and surrounding brain tumors, in infectious and inflammatory brain diseases and in neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s Disease and vascular dementia (Abbott et al., 2006; Neuwelt, 2004). In epilepsy, magnetic resonance imaging studies in patients with post traumatic epilepsy demonstrated permeability of BBB to contrast agents, co-localized with the presumed epileptic focus (Tomkins et al., 2011, 2008). Ultrastructural studies on human resected epileptic tissue confirm the presence of significant anatomical abnormalities at BBB components (including endothelial cells, basal membrane, and abnormal tight junctions; see Cornford, 1999). However, clinical data so far do not permit the conclusion that BBB impairment has a role in the generation or presentation of the diseases. In animal studies, a role for BBB opening was suggested in the progression of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) based on the finding of positive immunocytochemistry to albumin following status epilepticus and a positive correlation between the extent of BBB opening and the number of seizures (van Vliet et al., 2007). Focal opening of the BBB in the rat neocortex has been shown to result in epileptogenesis, evident by the delayed development of paroxysmal hypersynchronous activity recorded ex vivo (Ivens et al., 2007; Seffert et al., 2004). This epileptogenic process was re-capitulated by exposure of the brain cortex to serum albumin. Extravasation of serum albumin into the cerebral cortex microenvironment following local BBB breakdown activates a TGF-β receptor mediated signaling cascade in glia and local inflammation (Cacheux et al., 2009). Thus, it seems plausible that damage to the microvasculature during brain insults leads to the extravasation of serum proteins and inflammation as a key step in epileptogenesis. Inflammation, on the other hand, has been shown to increase vessels permeability as well (Vezzani et al., 2011a).

TGF-βs are pleiotropic cytokines that play a pivotal role in intercellular communication (for review see Shi and Massague, 2003), and their signaling pathways are frequently involved in cell growth, embryogenesis, differentiation, morphogenesis, wound healing, immune response, and apoptosis in a wide variety of cells (Blobe et al., 2000). TGF-β signaling is mediated mainly by two serine threonine kinase receptors, TGF-βRI and TGF-βRII,
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which activate an intracellular signaling system, such as phosphorylation of the Smad protein complex and the p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. The canonical TGF-β signaling activation is followed by translocation of the phosphorylated Smad2/3 complex to the nucleus regulating transcriptional responses. TGF-β is upregulated in many epileptogenic conditions (for review see Szelenyi, 2001), including AIDS, Alzheimer’s disease, stroke, tumors, or trauma. TGF-β has also been shown to be involved in pericyte-induced BBB functions (Dohgu et al., 2005) and in microglial activation (Schilling and Eder, 2003).

The potential involvement of TGF-β in epileptogenesis is supported by animal experiments showing TGF-β upregulation as part of the inflammatory response in the brains of amygdala-kindled rats (Plata-Salaman et al., 2000) and the hippocampus of rats exposed to status epilepticus (Aronica et al., 2000). Recent studies in rats demonstrated that serum albumin extravasated through a dysfunctional BBB binds to TGF-βR and activates TGF-β signaling (Cacheaux et al., 2009; Ivens et al., 2007). Accordingly, transcriptome analysis revealed a strikingly similar transcription modulation pattern in animals exposed to BBB dysfunction, serum-derived albumin or following direct brain exposure to physiological levels of TGF-β1. Importantly, blocking TGF-β signaling in the albumin model of epileptogenesis reversed inflammation and transcriptional patterns associated with activated glia and prevented the development of epileptiform activity. However, the detailed mechanisms and cellular pathways bridging TGF-β signaling to seizures in different cell types within the neurovascular network are still a matter of investigation.

3.3. COX-2 and prostanoids

COX-2 is constitutively expressed at low to moderate levels in both neuronal cell bodies and dendritic spines in hippocampal neurons (Kaufmann et al., 1996), is regulated by synaptic activity (Kaufmann et al., 1996), and is markedly induced in neurons within an hour after a seizure (Marcheselli and Bazan, 1996), partly via a pathway involving NMDA receptors (Yamagata et al., 1993). Interestingly, each COX-2 molecule undergoes suicide inactivation after converting about 400 arachidonate molecules (Smith et al., 1996), which renders the COX-2 system very dynamic in response to changing levels of neuronal activity. COX-2 inhibition prevents LTP of the perforant path synapse onto dentate granule cells (Chen et al., 2002; Murray and O’Connor, 2003). Chen et al. (2002) further showed that the capacity for LTP can be restored by exogenous PGE2 but not PGD2 or PGF2α, and they suggested that granule cell excitability is regulated by a PGE2 pathway fueled by constitutively expressed COX-2. COX-2 expressed in postsynaptic dendritic spines regulates synaptic signaling via PGE2 (Cole-Edwards and Bazan, 2005). Somatic and dendritic membrane excitability were significantly reduced in CA1 pyramidal neurons in hippocampal slices when endogenous PGE2 was reduced by selective COX-2 inhibition. Conversely, the exogenous application of PGE2 produced significant increases in frequency of firing and excitatory postsynaptic potential amplitude, possibly by reducing potassium currents in CA1 neurons (Chen and Bazan, 2005). COX-2 inhibition decreased basal excitatory transmission in CA1 hippocampal slices, an effect prevented by cannabinoid (CB1) receptor blockade and independent of inhibitory transmission (Slanina and Schweitzer, 2005), suggesting an additional mechanism by which COX-2 may modulate hippocampal excitatory transmission. COX-2-mediated prostaglandin synthesis leads to the production of free radicals as intermediate products, which in turn can potentiate glutamate-mediated effects (Dawson et al., 1994). The production of PGE2 from TNF-α activated astrocytes can mediate astrocytic Ca2+-dependent glutamate release (Rezzi et al., 2001), thus contributing to ictal activity and excitotoxicity (Ding et al., 2007; Fellin et al., 2006).

4. Inflammation, cell loss, neuroplasticity

Many of the mediators of brain inflammation are not simply malicious, but carry out important physiological functions in non-pathological conditions. Neural networks in the healthy adult brain are being continuously modified by experience. This form of adaptive coping involves synaptic plasticity and neurogenesis, and low levels of proinflammatory cytokines, particularly IL-1β, are important neuromodulators as first suggested by Vitkovic et al. (2000) and reviewed by Yirmiya and Goshen, (2011). Inflammatory mediators also modulate the degree of neurodegeneration observed in models of brain injury as described below.

4.1. IL-1β

Genetic ablation of IL-1β or IL-1 receptor type 1 (IL-1R1) dramatically impairs hippocampus-dependent learning and memory (Goshen et al., 2007; Spulber et al., 2009b). Conversely, overexpression of IL-1β disrupts memory formation (Barrientos et al., 2009; 2002), which together demonstrate a role for IL-1β in normal cognitive processes (Yirmiya and Goshen, 2011). The source of IL-1β involved in learning is microglia (Williamson et al., 2011), revealing a cogent example of glial-neuron signaling. The role played by cytokines such as IL-1β in neurogenesis is very complex since while they appear to support neurogenesis in physiological conditions (Yirmiya and Goshen, 2011), while they can suppress this phenomenon, or contribute to aberrant positioning and function of newly generated cells in epileptic tissue (Bernardino et al., 2005; Ekdahl et al., 2009).

Aside from its normal physiological role, IL-1β can also mediate brain injury. IL-1β is induced in experimental stroke models (Legos et al., 2000), and mice that have decreased IL-1 production are significantly protected from ischemic injury (Hara et al., 1997). Similarly, administering IL-1ra or IL-1β blocking antibodies reduces neuronal death subsequent to ischemia (Lodick and Rothwell, 1996) or to neurotrauma (Claussn et al., 2011). As described above, seizure-induced neurodegeneration can also be abrogated by preventing IL-1 synthesis; this effect is now known to be at least partly indirect because an IL-1 synthesis inhibitor greatly reduced seizure intensity (Maroso et al., 2011; Ravizza et al., 2006).

4.2. TGF-β

Although detrimental effects of TGF-βR1 have been reported on BBB function and consequently on neuronal excitability, this pleiotropic cytokine is also endowed with neuroprotective properties (Flanders et al., 1998). Thus, a deficiency of TGF-β signaling promotes neurodegeneration in models of Alzheimer’s Disease (Tesseur et al., 2006) and lower motor neuron disease (Katsuno et al., 2010). This double-edge feature is shared by various inflammatory mediators and appears to be determined by the tissue microenvironment which follows the specific brain injury. Thus, it is well established that the outcome of inflammation is context-dependent. Microglial-derived TGF-β appears to be required for adrenalectomy-induced neurogenesis in the hippocampus (Battista et al., 2006), whereas TGF-β overexpression increases neurogenesis (Mathieu et al., 2010).

4.3. COX-2

COX-2 inhibitors reduce the number of proliferating neurons in the adult hippocampus by 30–90% in seizure-naive animals.
(Gonçalves et al., 2010) or when administered beginning 1 day after pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus (Jung et al., 2006), thus implicating prostanoids in normal and seizure-driven neurogenesis. Because the proliferating neural progenitors do not themselves express COX-2, neurogenesis must be influenced by nearby COX-2 expressing cells (e.g., dentate granule cells, microglia). COX-2 inhibitors also disrupt the formation of LTP and water maze acquisition under normal conditions (Cowley et al., 2008). In a wide variety of conditions associated with brain inflammation (e.g., traumatic brain injury intracerebral LPS injection, normal aging, experimental Alzheimer's Disease), COX-2 inhibitors prevented the associated memory deficits (Hein and O'Banion, 2009). Since de novo hippocampal production of neurons in the adult brain has been shown play a role in plasticity and memory (Koehl and Abrous, 2011), the effects of inflammatory mediators on neurogenesis may have an impact on their effects on LTP and cognition.

The COX-2 cascade results in synthesis of five prostaglandins with potential activation of nine receptors. Of these, the EP1 receptor activated by PGE2 has been shown to mediate neurodegeneration in mice after NMDA-induced injury and cerebral ischemia (Kawano et al., 2006). The role of EP2 receptor activation is complex as described below.

5. Pharmacological and genetic intervention on inflammation and epileptogenesis

5.1. IL-1/TLR signaling

Pharmacologic or genetic interference with cytokines before a convulsant challenge provides indirect but compelling evidence of their rapid release from constitutive pools of brain resident cells. For example, blockade of IL-1β biosynthesis with specific ICE/Caspase-1 inhibitors (Maroso et al., 2011; Ravizza et al., 2006), or inactivation of the biological actions of HMGB1 using receptor antagonists (Maroso et al., 2010), results in a significant delay in the onset time of kainate or bicuculline seizures. Accordingly, mice with genetic deletion of ICE/Caspase-1 or IL-1R1 gene, or with defective TLR4 signaling, showed a significant delay in the onset time of seizures (Maroso et al., 2010; Ravizza et al., 2006; Vezzani et al., 2000). The time window of these rapid effects on seizure onset (<10 min) is not compatible with increased de novo synthesis of IL-1β or HMGB1 following a convulsant challenge, therefore suggesting that these molecules are indeed released in the extracellular space from their endogenous pools in neurons and glia (Bianchi and Manfredi, 2007; Maroso et al., 2011; Ravizza et al., 2006; Spulber et al., 2009a). Increased Ca2+ fluxes through NMDA channels due to NR2B subunit phosphorylation appears to be a crucial mechanism underlying the proconvulsant effects of IL-1β and HMGB1 (Meador, 2007; Vezzani et al., 2011c). After the release of IL-1β and HMGB1 has occurred contributing to the occurrence of the first seizure, then de novo synthesis of both molecules is activated in microglia and astrocytes as demonstrated by immuno-histochemistry, ELISA, Western blot and RT-PCR analysis in experimental models (De Simoni et al., 2000; Maroso et al. 2010; Minami et al., 1991; Ravizza et al., 2008a, 2006). Elevated brain levels of these proinflammatory molecules trigger NFκB and AP-1 mediated transcriptional changes, which in turn can perpetuate tissue inflammation via the induction of downstream inflammatory genes (Gorter et al., 2006). This second wave of inflammation and subsequent release of inflammatory molecules may contribute to seizure recurrence; indeed, the specific blockade of upstream IL-1R/TLR signaling in neurons and glia reduces the frequency of acute and chronic seizures and greatly attenuates the concomitant level of brain inflammation (Maroso et al., 2011, 2010; Ravizza et al., 2006, 2008b; Vezzani et al., 1999, 2000). In this context, experiments using systemic injections of LPS in mice and rats showed both rapid and long-term effects of inflammation on brain excitability resulting in lower seizure threshold when the animals were challenged with various convulsant drugs (Heida et al., 2004; Heida and Pittman, 2005; Heida et al., 2005; Riazi et al., 2010; Sayyah et al., 2003). LPS effects were mediated by IL-1β (Heida and Pittman, 2005), and by the activation of COX-2 (Sayyah et al., 2003). Long-term effects on brain excitability have been reported also when LPS is injected in rats within the first 2 post-natal weeks (Riazi et al., 2010). Thus, when rat pups treated with LPS are exposed in their adulthood to various convulsant drugs, they show a decreased seizure threshold (Galic et al., 2008, 2009). The same neonatal treatment primes the development of a more severe epilepsy and cell loss in the adult rats showing spontaneous seizures induced by pilocarpine (Auvin et al., 2010a). Exposure to LPS during the first 2 post-natal weeks also increases neuronal cell loss in response to status epilepticus in the adult (Auvin et al., 2007). These long-term effects on seizure threshold were associated with chronic hyperexcitability as electrophysiologically tested in hippocampal slices of adult rats. TLR3 stimulation in immature rats by intraventricular injection of POLY I:C was also shown to lower seizure threshold in these rats as young adults (Galic et al., 2009). Minocycline, a tetracycline antibiotic that acts by binding to bacterial ribosomes but also prevents cytokine induction in activated microglia, reverses the effects on seizure threshold both in LPS and POLY I:C models. Altered glutamate receptor subunit expression was a common feature in adult rats that were exposed to TLRs activation in their early infancy (Galic et al., 2008, 2009).

Since activation of TLR signaling also mimics brain responses to infection (e.g., bacterial or viral encephalopathies), we can envisage that this pathway may play a role in the increased risk of unprovoked seizures and development of epilepsy in the clinical setting after this type of infection (Annegers et al., 1988; Singh et al., 2008).

In summary, this set of evidence highlights the possibility that the activation of IL-1R/TLR signaling may decrease the seizure threshold, a phenomenon that also develops during epileptogenesis. Conceptually, IL-1R/TLR signaling may have an impact on epileptogenesis also via its demonstrated effects on neuronal stem cell proliferation and differentiation, by promoting cell death, and by contributing to synaptic molecular reorganization and neuronal plasticity (O'Neill and Kalschmidt, 1997; Pitkanen and Lukasiuk, 2009; Trudler et al., 2010).

Although the major source of IL-1β in pathologic tissue is represented by activated glial cells, this cytokine has also been found expressed by neurons both in experimental models and in human epileptic tissue (Ravizza et al., 2008a, 2010). It is tempting to speculate that neuronal IL-1β may activate surviving programmes in neurons where it is overexpressed, via for example the transcriptional upregulation of neurotrophic factors (Rothwell and Strijbos, 1995). These neurons may then provide a persistent source of cytokine release, thus contributing to its autocrine or paracrine activities in diseased tissue.

Pharmacological intervention to block this pathway in models of epileptogenesis caused by status epilepticus is still lacking but evidence exists that inhibition of IL-1β signaling using ICE/Caspase-1 inhibitor or IL-1ra impairs electrical kindling development in adult (Ravizza et al., 2008b) and immature rats (Auvin et al., 2010b). Moreover, mice lacking TLR4 develop less severe epilepsy after status epilepticus than their wild-type controls (Vezzani et al., 2011b).

5.2. COX-2 and prostanoids

COX-2 is induced in selected populations of forebrain neurons within hours by traumatic brain injury or status epilepticus.
Inhibition of COX-2 can either exacerbate or attenuate the neurodegeneration observed after status epilepticus depending on the strategies used to delete or inhibit COX-2 (Baik et al., 1999; Takemiya et al., 2006; Polascheck et al., 2010). The global COX-2 knockout mouse exhibits higher mortality and larger median behavioral seizure score over a 1 h period after NMDA or kainate injection (Toscano et al., 2008), as do mice treated with COX-2 inhibitors before chemocorrelant treatment (Baik et al., 1999), which complicates interpretation of the consequences of post-seizure COX-2 induction. To overcome the interpretational problems of the global COX-2 knockout, a conditional knockout mouse was recently developed in which the COX-2 gene is selectively ablated postnatally in those forebrain neurons that exhibit COX-2 induction after seizures (Serrano et al., 2011). In contrast to the global COX-2 knockout, the conditional COX-2 knockout mouse responded normally to picrocarpine as judged behaviorally, electrographically and by mortality rate during status epilepticus. Neuronal COX-2 ablation resulted in delayed neuroprotection of CA1 pyramidal neurons and nearby somatostatin interneurons, blunted a broad inflammatory reaction involving numerous glial-derived cytokines and other inflammatory mediators in the hippocampus, and abolished the development of a leaky BBB after seizures. A trend towards increased neurodegeneration was also observed in mice that exhibited COX-2 induction, suggesting a transient neuroprotective role for COX-2. Interestingly this neuroprotection could be mimicked by intraventricular administration of the EP2-selective agonist, butaprost, immediately after seizures. These findings suggest that seizure-induced neuronal COX-2 upregulation, presumably via the consequence synthesis and release of prostanooids, exerts a strong modulatory role in the sequela of status epilepticus. The dual role of cyclooxygenase combating early excitotoxicity but promoting delayed inflammatory-mediated secondary neurotoxicity has also been reported in models of cerebral ischemia (Andreason, 2010). Exploiting the temporal sequence of processes mediated by neuronal COX-2 will be essential to developing rational therapies targeted to COX-2 signaling pathways. The neuroprotective effects of ablating neuronal COX-2 could be replicated by delayed administration of a selective EP2 receptor antagonist (Jiang et al., 2012), consistent with the notion that activation of this proinflammatory PGE2 receptor is responsible for some COX-2 mediated consequences of status epilepticus. EP1 receptor inhibition has also been shown to be neuroprotective in the setting of focal cerebral ischemia (Kawano et al., 2006), whereas activation of EP2 receptors can be neuroprotective in models of excitotoxicity (McCullough et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2010). EP2 receptor activation by PGE2 appears to promote both neuroprotection and inflammation that leads to secondary neurodegeneration. COX-2 activation represents one example of the detrimental or beneficial role that inflammation may play depending on the pathologic tissue context, and highlights the importance of timing for administration of EP2-selective drugs.

Whether neuronal COX-2 induction mediates epileptogenesis in models of status epilepticus is not yet known. However, a careful pharmacological study of COX-2 inhibitors in a rat model of electrically-induced SE concluded that global COX-2 inhibition could not prevent the appearance of spontaneous seizures (Holtman et al., 2010). The COX-2 enzyme produces five prostanooids that act on at least nine different G-protein coupled receptors, some of which are likely to be beneficial and others detrimental based on the Vixox experience (Fitzgerald, 2004). Rofecoxib (Vioxx) is a highly selective COX-2 inhibitor introduced by Merck in 1999 then withdrawn in 2004 when it became clear that chronic use was associated with cardiovascular toxicity. COX-2 inhibitors reduce endothelial synthesis of prostacyclin without disrupting COX-1-derived thromboxane synthesis in platelets, thus creating an imbalance that can promote platelet aggregation and consequent cardiovascular events (Grosser et al., 2010). Given the demonstrated roles described above for EP1 and EP2 receptors in neuroprotection and inflammation, it will be important to determine whether any of the prostanooid receptors is essential for epileptogenesis.

6. Biomarkers of brain inflammation and BBB damage

Based on the findings mentioned above, one can envisage that brain inflammation, the functions of astrocytes and microglia, endothelial cells and microvessels permeability may be considered a biomarker of tissue epileptogenicity. These pathophysiologic features of brain response to injury could also be exploited for therapeutic purposes, for example to identify the patient population at risk to develop epilepsy as these patients might benefit from target-specific treatment (e.g., anti-inflammatory). A similar approach could be used to identify epileptic patients with drug-resistant diseases which might be related to BBB impairment or active inflammation. Finally, these biomarkers may be used to identify seizure foci with highest degree of epileptogenicity for surgical or alternative therapeutic interventions.

Imaging techniques could be advanced and developed to detect and possibly quantify inflammation in the brain of epileptic patients, or those individuals at risk to develop epilepsy. Initial studies have been developed using PET ligands to detect activated microglia in seizure foci (Banati, 2002; Butler et al., 2011; Hirvonen et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2008); MR spectroscopy could also be a promising way to go since it allows monitoring and quantifying the degree of astrocytic activation in specific brain regions (Hammen et al., 2008; Mizuno et al., 2000; Turkdogan-Sozuer et al., 2000). Changes in T2 signals in experimental models of febrile or nonfebrile status which may reflect oedema associated with BBB breakdown, have been described as possibly predictive of the subsequent development of epilepsy (Dubé et al., 2010; Nehlig, 2011). More direct methods for the detection and quantification of BBB permeability changes are being developed; while preliminary reports suggest a significant number of injury-related epileptic patients showing BBB damage (Tomkins et al., 2011, 2008), future studies are awaited to clarify to what extent vascular permeability reflects brain inflammatory response and/or per se may predict seizures. Further development of more sensitive and specific tools is mandatory, as well as methods to detect specific inflammatory molecules in brain, or to visualize brain vessels’ upregulation of inflammatory mediators, or for measuring the extent of BBB breakdown.

Biochemical measurements of inflammatory mediators in blood and serum is another, not mutually exclusive approach (Aronica and Crino, 2011). The drawbacks of these types of measurements include a short half life of cytokines in serum and the difficulty to confirm that peripheral biomarkers reliably reflect their brain levels. This is due to the large variability due to the size of brain region involved, vascular permeability and the presence of significant peripheral sources for cytokines; all interfere with the interpretation of the obtained measures. CSF measurements should give a more direct measure of the inflammatory mediators released from epileptic tissue. However, these samples are not routinely available, and when obtained from lumbar puncture, dilution effects render the levels of relevant cytokines undetectable, or not readily reflecting brain inflammation. Similar to blood measures, CSF levels lack information on the spatial characteristics of the brain’s inflammatory response and may vary significantly depending on the extent of the lesion.

The future challenge is therefore to characterize markers of inflammation using novel molecular imaging approaches, which will allow both quantitative and reliable measure of vessels permeability, glia functions and inflammatory response in distinct brain regions.
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